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PURPOSE: Air Weather Service Pamphlet 0-15, Vol. II, "List of Translations on Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics," 1st Supplement, is published for the information of intelligence, scientific, technical, and climatological services activities in AWS units, and of other U.S. military activities concerned. This is a continuation of AWS Bibliography 15, April 1959.
INTRODUCTION

The scope and other background information about this pamphlet were given in the introduction to AWS Bibliography 15 and will not be repeated here. This volume contains translations which have come to the attention of Headquarters Air Weather Service since April 1959. The meaning of symbols used and the addresses of the various sources cited are as follows:

ASTIA  Armed Services Technical Information Agency
       Arlington Hail Stn.
       Arlington 12 Va

AD (see ASTIA)
ATI (see ASTIA)
AGU (see TaGU)

AIBS  American Institute of Biological Sciences
      2000 P St., NW
      Washington 6 DC

AID  Air Information Division
     Science and Technology Section
     Library of Congress
     Washington 25 DC

AIP  American Institute of Physics
      335 East 45th St.,
      New York 17 New York

ATS  Associated Technical Services
      122 East 55th St.,
      New York 22 New York

BMOL  British Meteorological Office Library
       London Road
       Bracknell, Berks
       England

CB  Consultants bureau
    227 west 17th St.,
    New York 11 New York

CSIRO  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
       314 Albert St.  
       East Melbourne C2
       Victoria, Australia

DSIR  Dept of Sciences and Industrial Research
      Record Section
      Charles House
      5-11 Regent St.,
      London S.W.1, England
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Institution/Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photoduplication Service</td>
<td>Library of Congress Washington 25 DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Patent Office</td>
<td>Scientific Library 14th and Constitution Ave., NW Washington 25 DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand Corporation</td>
<td>Attn: Publication Office 1700 Main St., Santa Monica, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA Translation Center</td>
<td>John Crerar Library 86 East Randolph St., Chicago 1, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia Corporation Library</td>
<td>Los Alamos, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Museum Library</td>
<td>South Kensington London S. W. 7, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions of the American Geophysical Union</td>
<td>1515 Massachusetts Ave., Washington 5 DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aerospace) Technical Information Center</td>
<td>Wright Patterson AFB Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Information and Library Service</td>
<td>Ministry of Supply Leysdown Rd., Nottingham London S. E. 9, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Melbourne</td>
<td>Melbourne, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory</td>
<td>Corps of Engineers 1215 Washington Ave., Wilmette, Illinois</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABHANDLUNGEN DES METEOROLOGISCHEN DIENSTES DER DEUTSCHEN DEMOKRATISCHEN REPUBLIK

Foitzik, Leohard, "The Contrast Threshold of the Eye With Relation to the Problem of Visibility," Vol. 1, No. 8, 1951. (AD-225340) *

ABHANDLUNGEN DER OSTBÜROK-R-INSTITUTS DER FREIE UNIVERSITATS BERLIN

Hofmann, B., "Blood Pressure and Subarctic Climate in the Soviet Union," No. 38, December 1958. (AD-233530) *

ACTA GEOGRAPHICA POLONICA

Haman, Krzysztof, "Vietnamese-Polish Aerological Station in Cha-Pa," Vol. VI, No. 3, 1958. * (OTS, Tr. 59-1147)


ACTA GEOGRAPHICA SINICA (TI-LI HSUEH-PAO)


Yang Ch'ieh-Ch'U, and Hsu Shu-Ying, "The Pluvial Regime and the Droughts of the Yellow River Basin," Vol. XXII, No. 4, 1956. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 2572)

Selected Articles, No. 1, February 1959. * (OTS, Tr. JPRS 3091, $1.00)

Contents:


ACTA METEOROLOGICA SINICA

Synopses of Articles, December 1959.

Chao: "On Blocking in East Asia."

Hsiao-p'ing Chou, and Chen-ch'ou Ku, "The Influence of the Slope of a Plateau on the Movement of Troughs and Hidges."

Yu-hsi Kao, "Indian Summer in Eastern Asia."

AGROALINICHESTKI SPRAVOCHNIK


AIR, SEA AND LAND TRANSPORTS BULLETIN (Lebanese)


AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: ASTRONOMICHESKI ZHURNAL)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: DOILADY)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: IZVESTIYA, SERIIA GEORAFICHESKAIA I GEOFIZICHESKAIA)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: IZVESTIYA, KRYMSSKAIA ASTROFIZICHESKAIA OBSERVATORIIA)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: VESTNIK AKADEMIJA NAUK)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: USPEKH FIZICHESKIH NAUK)

AKADEMIJA NAUK SSSR (See: TRUDY GEOFIZICHESKOGO INSTITUTA)

AKADEMIJA N. P. PEREVERTUN, PRAKTIKA (See: PRAKTIKA)

AKADEMIJA NAUK KAZAKHSKOV SSR, TRUDY SEKTORA ASTROBOTANIKA


AKUST ZHURNAL

Bochow, H., et al., "The Determination of the Number of Individual Values Necessary for a Representative Mean Value," Vol. III, No. 6, 1958. (OTS, Tr. AEC/SCL7T279)


Mosby, H., "Evaporation and Radiation From the Sea," Vol. 64, 1936. (HO, Tr.59)

Schott, G., "Oceanography and Climatology of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman," Part III, Section 4, 1918. (HO, Tr.347)


Demers, P., "Two Radioactive Barometers," Vol. XX, 1954. (UH, Tr.99)

Demers, P., "Two Radioactive Barometers," Vol. XX, 1954. (UH, Tr.99)


Le Bot, Jean, "A New Method for Measuring the Complex Dielectric Constant in Centimeter Waves," May/June 1956. *

ANNUALE: HYDROLOGIQUE

Szigyarto, Z., "The Period of Recurrence of Hydrological Phenomena," Vol. 37, No. 4, 1947. (DSIR, Tr. 33612/CT)

AQUACULTURE


ARCHIV FÜR METEOROLOGIE UND GEOPHYSIK UND BIOKLIMATOLOGIE


ARCHIV FÜR TECHNISCHES MESSEN


ASSOCIAZIONE GEOFISICA ITALIANA, ATTI DEL VII CONVEGNO ANNUALE, 7-9 Nov 1957

30 September 1961


Astarovich, I. S., "Eleven Year Variation of Brightness, Form and Sizes of Counter-glow," No. 190, 1958. * (OTS, Tr. 59-11,518)


Klyakutko, M. A., "Observation of Solar Flares on the GAISh Spectrohelioscope and on Lenin Hills," No. 190, 1958. (OTS, Tr. 59-11,518)


Sharonov, V. V., "The Role of True Absorption in the Atmosphere of Mars," Vol. 34, No. 4, 1957. (RC, Tr. T-111, 9037458)


BEITRÄGE ZUR PHYSIK DER FREIEN ATMOSPHÄRE


BERICHTE DES DEUTSCHEN WETTERDIENSTES IN DER U.S.-ZONE


BERICHTE DES DEUTSCHEN WETTERDIENSTES


BILDMESSUNG UND LUFTBILDWesen

BOLETIM CULTURAL DA GUIANZA PORTUGUESA


BULLETIN D'INFORMATIONS SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES


BULLETIN DE L'OBSERVATOIRE DE PUY DE DÔME


BULLETIN DE LA SOCIÉTÉ BELGE D'ASTRONOMIE DE MÉTÉOROLOGIE ET DE PHYSIQUE DU GLOBE


BULLETIN STIINTIFIC, SECTIA DE GEOLOGIE SI GEOGRAFIE, ACADEMIA REPUBLICII POPULARE ROMANE (Bucharest)


BULLETIN' IZOBRETENIY MOZKVA


BULLETIN' MEZHDUVEDOMSTVENNOI OKEANOGRAFICHESKOI KOMISSIPI PREZIDIUMA AN SSSR


30 September 1961

**BYULETEN' NAUCHNO-TEKH INFORMATSII PO AGRONOMICHESKOI FIZIKI**


**BYULETEN' OKEANOGRAFICHESKOI KOMISSII**


**BYULETEN' SOVETA PO SEYSMOLOGII**


**BYULETEN' STANTSII OPTICHESKOGO NABLYUDENYKH ISKUSSTVENNYKH SPUTNIKOV ZENII**


Selected Articles, 1957. * (OTS, Tr. 60-11,156)

Contents:


Feklushin, V. A., "Observations of the Passage of Radiowaves During the Total Solar Eclipse on 30 June 1954."

Fomenko, B. D., "Meteorological Observations During the Solar Eclipse of 30 June 1954."


Neprokin, V. I., "The Course of Meteorological Elements During the Solar Eclipse on 30 June 1954."


Temnikova, N. S., "Meteorological Conditions During the Solar Eclipse on 30 June 1954 in the Latvian SSR."

Selected Articles, No. 15, 1954. (AD-257650) (ATIC, Tr. MCL-54) (OTS, Price $3.60)

Contents:

"An Experiment in Determining the Distribution of the Brightness on the Solar Disc From Observations of a Partial Solar Eclipse."

"Some Peculiarity in the Cyclic Activities of the Sun."

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

Demers, P., "The Levelling of Constant Height Balloons (Aerostats) at High Altitude," Vol. 31, 1953. (UM, Tr. 101)

CH'I-HSIANG HSUEH-PAO

Anon: "A Summary of Experience Concerning Forecasting and Elimination of Hail in Ho-ch'ing Hsien, Yunnan Province," Vol. 30, No. 1, 1959. *(OTS, Tr. JPRS 7324)


Chao Chiu-Chang, "Development of Meteorological Research in China in the Past Decade," Vol. 30, No. 3, 1959. *(OTS, Tr. 60-11,524, Price $0.50)


Hsieh i-Ping, "Chinese Studies on Precipitation During the Past Decade," Vol. 30, No. 3, 1959. *(OTS, Tr. 60-11,449)


Ku Chen-Chiao, "Communist China's Achievements in Numerical Weather Forecasting," Vol. 30, No. 3, 1959. *(OTS, Tr. 60-11,469, Price $0.75)
CH'I-HSIANG HSUEH-PAO (Cont'd)


Yeh Tu-Cheng, and Haich Kuang-Tao, "Development of Research on Atmospheric Circulation in our Country in the Past Ten Years," Vol. 30, No. 3, 1959. * (OTS, Tr. 60-11,630)

CHUŌ KISHŌDAI KENKYU JIHO (Japan)


Hikawa, G., "Temperature Adjustment of a Certain Kind of Radiosonde," Vol. 9, No. 9, 1957. (OTS, Tr. AEC/SCL-T-231)


Koshizo, Shimakawa, "Observation of Atmospherics Associated With Thunderstorms and Its Application to Weather Forecasting," Vol. 9, 1957. (OTS, Tr. AEC/SCL-T-250)


CHUNG-KUO SHUI-LI

Selected Articles, No. 8, 1958. * (OTS, Tr. JPHS 586-D)

Contents:

"Reports on Rainfall and Water Control."

"Provincial Reports on Rainfall and Water Control."


COMPTES RENDUS DE L'ACADÉMIE DES SCIENCES (Paris)

Bartier, M., et al., "Use of Eclipses of the Moon to Study the Upper Atmosphere," Vol. 214, 1942. (UM, Tr. 94)


COMPTES RENDUS DES TROISIÈMES JOURNEES DE L'HYDRAULIQUE (Algiers)

Grisollet, H., and Johansen, R., "Investigation of the Correlation Between the Maximum Rate of Fall During Rainstorms in the Paris Region and the Total Rainfall," April 1954. (DSIR, Tr. 34001/CT)

DAEGENS NTHETER

[Anon]: "Russian Dams Can Make Sweden Warmer," 23 July 1959. *
DEUTSCHE HYDROGRAPHISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT


Thiel, G., "Influence of Atmospheric and Wind Pressure on the Water Level of the Baltic Sea," Vol. 6, No. 3, 1955. (SLATC, Tr. 2233)


DIE TECHNIK


DIE UMSCHAU (WISSENSCHAFT UND TECHNIK)

Loewe, Fritz, "Exploration of 'Inland Ice' Greenland and Antarctica," No. 4, 1956. * (USACHR, Tr. 58)

Nauer, H., "How Does a Ball Lightning Originate?" Vol. 56, 1956. (OTS, Tr. ABC/SCL-T-246)

DOKLADY AKADEMII NAUK SSSR (G. R. ACAD. SCI. URSS; BULL. ACAD. SCI USSR)


Dokuchayev, V. P., "Electrical Discharge During the Flight of Meteors in the Earth's Atmosphere," Vol. 131, No. 1, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 3720)


Konstantinova-Schlesinger, M., "The Determination of Atmospheric Ozone at Altitudes of 13 and 14 Kilometers," Vol. 18, 1938. (UM, Tr. 100)


Milin, V. B., "About the Anomalous Electric Fields in the Atmosphere," Vol. 95, No. 5, 1954. *


Nulyarchik, T. M., "Interferometer Measurement of the Widths of $\lambda$ 6300 $\AA$ (O1) and $\lambda$ 5198-5200 $\AA$ (M1) Emission in Auroras," Vol. 130, No. 2, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 3352)


Prikhorov, P. S. et al., "The Effect of the Saturation Deficit Upon the Coagulation Rate of Water Aerosols," Vol. 81, No. 4, 1951. (ATS, Tr. RJ-1328, Price $7.25, extra copies $1.75)


FIDGENOSSISCHE TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE, INSTITUT FUR AERODYNAMIK, MITTEILUNGEN


EISZEITALTER UND GEGENWART

Büdel, Julius, "Climatic Zones of the Pleistocene," No. 1, 1951. (SLATC, Tr. 57-3212)

EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA


ELEKTRICHESTVO

Burgdorff, V. V., "Wind Pressure on Overhead Transmission Line Conductors," No. 6, 1957. (PP)

ERGEBNISSE DER EXAKTEN NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN


Bucko, S., "First Conference on Meteorology and Climatology of the Carpathian Region," No. 1, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5726)


(OTS, Tr. AEC-3795)

Alekseyeva, M. V., and Yelfimova, Ye. V., "Separate Determination of Chloride and Hydrochloric Acid Aerosols in Air," No. 8, 1958. (OTS, Tr. JPRS L-751-N)

Gusarov, I. I., "Results of the Study of the Natural Radioactivity of the Air," Vol. 25, No. 2, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5027)


Chelnokov, S. S., "Present Methods of Preparing Frozen Ground for Excavation," Vol. 27, No. 12, 1953. *(USACRR, Tr. 64)


Selected Articles, Vol. II, No. 1, 1959. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 7299)
Contents:

Chung-Pen, Ho, et al., "A Preliminary Study of the Formation and Characteristics of the Yellow Sea Cold Water Mass."

Kuo-Tien, Ho, "Calculations of Numerical Value of Wind and Sea Currents Within a Semi-Enclosed Sea Area."
HOCHFREQUENZTECHNIK UND ELEKTROAKUSTIK


IDŐJÁRÁS


INFORMACIONNYI BIULLETEN


INFORMATSIONNYI BIULLETEN SOVETSKOI ANTARKTICHESKOI EKSPEDITSII


INGENIEUR


INSTITUTA EKSPERIMENTAL'NOI METEO ROLOGII

Rudakova, N. V., "Ozone as a Condensation Factor of Water Vapor," No. 1, 1937. (USWBL)

INZHENIERNII FIZIKI ZHURNAL


Mikhnevich, V. V., et al., "Certain Results in the Determination of Structural Parameters of the Atmosphere With the Aid of the Third Soviet Artificial Earth Satellite," No. 3, 1959. (AD-236119/or AD-237570) (NASA, Tr. TTF-13)

Mikhnevich, V. V., "Preliminary Results of a Determination of the Density of the Atmosphere Above 100 km," No. 2, 1959. *


Selected Abstracts, No. 3, 1959. (AD-234501) * (NASA, Tr. TTF-8)
IZVESTIYA


Lanina, V., "Reconnaissance of the Blue Ocean," 1 April 1959. (OTS, Tr. PB 131632-63)

Mirtov, B. A., "In the Upper Layers of the Atmosphere," 5 July 1960 * (OTS, Tr. PB 131632-130)


IZVESTIYA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR


IZVESTIYA AKADEMIIA NAUK AZERBATZHANSKOI SSR, SERIJA GEOGEOGRAFICHESKAI NAUK


IZVESTIYA AKADEMIIA NAUK AZERBATZHANSKOY SSR, SERIJA FIZICHESKIH MATEMATICHESKIH I TECHNICHESKIH NAUK

IZVESTIYA AKADEMIYA NAUK SSSR, OTDELENIYE TEKHNICHESKIIH NAUK, MEKHANIKA I
NASHINOSTROYENIYE

Stanyukovich, K. P., "Aerodynamic Effects of Meteorites. A Specific Case," No. 5,
1960. (NASA Tr. TTF-70)

IZVESTIYA AKADEMIYA NAUK SSSR, SERIIA FIZIKO-MATHEMATICHESKIIH NAUK

Gubin, V. I., and Karimberdyevova, S., "Predicting the Height of the 700-mb Isobaric
JPRS 6465)

JPRS 2842)

IZVESTIYA AKADEMIYA NAUK SSSR, SERIIA GEOPHIZICHESKAIA

Aleksandrov, E. L., "Sixth USSR Conference on Problems of the Study of Clouds,
Precipitation and Weather Modification," No. 10, 1959. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 1148-D)

Amineva, T. P., "Radioactivity of Air Under Meteorological Conditions in the
Vicinity of Mount Elbrus," No. 10, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 7494)

Anon: "Conference of the Main Geophysics Observatory on the Meteorology of the
Surface Air Layer," No. 10, 1957. (PP)

Anon: "Conference on Problems of Investigating Thunderstorms and Hailstorm
Phenomena in the Alazan Valley," No. 10, 1957. (PP)

Radiation in the Upper Atmosphere," No. 5, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5440)

JPRS 8287)

Balabanova, V. N., et al., "Experiments on the Modification of Cumulus Clouds in
the Alazani Valley," No. 2, 1959. (ATS, Tr. RJ-2834, Price $18.40, extra copies
$7.50)

Balabanova, V. N., et al., "The Influences of the Air Medium Temperature on the
(ATS, Tr. RJ-2835, Price $7.65, extra copies $0.90)

No. 7, 1958. (AD-245726) *

Bocharov, E. I., "The Attenuation of Infra-red Radiation by Water Fogs," No. 6,
1958. (AD-226282) *

Bolyunova, A. D., "A Contribution Towards the Construction of a Model of the
Atmosphere," No. 10, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 7735)
IZVESTIYA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, SERIYA GEOFIZICHESKAIA (Cont'd)


Diubiuk, A. F., "Determination of the Wind Through a Pressure Field in Computing the Friction of Vertical and Horizontal Mixing," No. 2, 1958. (AD-211963) *


Driving, A. Ia., and Smirnova, A. I., "Clouds in the Stratosphere," No. 3, 1958. (AD-210843) *

Dzerdzeyvskii, B. L., "Possibilities of Changing the Climatic Conditions of the Caspian Region," No. 1, 1952. (SLATC)

Enzenshtein, B. S., and Aronov, L. Z., "Experimental Research Into the Natural Electromagnetic Field of the Earth in the Frequency of 2-300 c/s," No. 1, 1957. (USWiL)


Fel'dshteyn, Ya. I., "The Distribution of Aurorae in the Circumpolar Region," No. 1, 1959. (OTS, Tr. PB 131632-54)

Feygel'son, Ye. M., Abstract: "Radiation Cooling of Stratus Clouds," No. 6, 1959. (OTS, Tr. PB 131632-80)


IZVESTIA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR, SERIJA GEOFIZICHESKAI (Cont'd)


Ivanov, R. N., "Mechanism of the Transfer of Wind Energy to a Water Current," No. 5, 1958. (AD-235816) *


Karavayeva, V. I., "The First Moscow City Conference of New Scientists on the Problems of Oceanology," No. 3, 1959. (Navy 2377/HO 87)


Kogan, K. M., and Friedman, Sh. D., "Energy Distribution of Gamma-Ray Quanta in the Atmospheric Layer Near the Earth's Surface," No. 4, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5786)


Kopanev, I. D., "Air Temperature and Humidity Over a Drained Bog," No. 4, 1957. (USWBL)

IZVESTIIA AKADEMIIV NAUK SSSR, SERIIA GEOFIZICHESKAI (Cont'd)

Krasnogorskaia N. V., "A Photoelectric Method of Investigating the Particle Size Distribution of Precipitation," No. 6, 1955. (ATS, Tr. Rl-1340, Price $10.80, extra copies $3.10)


Laktionov, A. G., "Results of Research on Natural Aerosols Over Various Regions of the USSR," No. 4, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5787)


Lilyenbreg, D. A., "Interdepartmental Conference on Glaciation of the Caucasus," No. 5, 1959. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 2428)


Megrelishvili, T. G., "Re the Limits of Applicability of the Twilight Method of Atmospheric Research," No. 8, 1956. (AD-204507)

(Cont'd)


Nemchinov, S. V., "Short Period Forecast of Non-Zonal Shift in Heights of the Absolute Topography for the Lower and Middle Troposphere," No. 6, 1958. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 1633-N)

Novikov, Ye. A., "Settling of Particles From an Aerosol Stream on an Obstacle," No. 8, 1957. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 9084)


Pogorelov, V. I., "Radar Reflections From Auroras," No. 8, 1958. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 459-D)


IZVESTIIA AKADEIIA NAUK SSSR, SERIIA GEOFIZICHESKAIA (Cont’d)


Shuleikin, V. V., "Calculation of the Possible Dimensions of Waves in Atlantic Hurricanes," No. 7, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPHS 6586)

Shuleikin, V. V., et al., "Fluctuations in the Heat Balance of the Atlantic Ocean," No. 6, 1958. (AD-252315) *


Taylor, R. J., "The Form of Wind Profile in the Layer of Atmosphere Near the Ground," No. 12, 1960. *(QSIR0)

Tkachuk, V. R., "Computation of the Horizontal Wind Components When Calculating the Internal Friction and Non-Linear Terms of Acceleration," No. 12, 1958. *(ATI-236563) *


Tsvang, L. R., and Komarov, N. N., "Investigation of the Spectrum of Light Ions in the Free Atmosphere," No. 8, 1959. (OTS, Tr. JPHS 6108)


IZVESTIIA AKADEIIA NAUK SSSR, SERIIA GEOGRAFICHESKAIA


Maksimov, I. V., "On Some Phenomena of the Eleven-Cycle of the Sun's Activity," No. 1, 1954. *(AD-258430) " *(TIC, Tr. MCL-68/1+2)
IZVESTIJA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, SERIIA GEOGRAFIKESKAIKA I GEOPHIZIKESKAIKA

Ol', A. I., "Solar Activity and Geomagnetic Disturbances," No. 6, 1943. (AD-137555)*


IZVESTIJA ASTROFIKESKOGO INSTITUTA, AKADEMIIA NAUK KAZAKHSKIOY SSSR

Divari, N. B., "On the Color of the Twilight Sky Zenith," No. 9, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5650)


Toropova, T. P., "Some Results of Measurements of the Indicatrices of Scattering and the Polarization of Light in the Ground Layer of the Atmosphere," No. 9, 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5650)

IZVESTIJA GLAVNAIA GEOPHIZIKESKAIA OBSERVATORIIA


Chuvayev, A. P., "Concerning the Features of a Methodology of Effects of 'Dry Ice' Upon Convective Clouds With the Purpose of Causin Precipitation in Them," No. 72, 1959.

Chuvayev, A. P., et al., "Experience in Controlling Development of Powerful Convective Clouds Over a Considerable Area," No. 72, 1957. (F-1180, Tr. F-TS-9918/V)

Chuvayev, A. P., "An Experiment in Controlling the Development of Strongly Convective Clouds in Northwestern European USSR," No. 67 (129), 1957. (ATS, Tr. B-12850, Price $64.95, extra copies $15.75)

Veinberg, B. P., "The Influence of Temperature on the Mechanical Strength of River Ice," No. 2, 1929. (AD-235825) *

IZVESTIJA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, KRIMSKAIA ASTROFIKESKIIA OBSERVATORIIA


30
IZVESTIYA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR. KRIMSKAYA ASTROFIZICHESKAYA (Cont'd)


Odintsova, I. N., "Determination of the 'Quiescent' Ionosphere," Vol. 17, 1959. (AD-252313) *


Selected Articles, Vol. 19, 1958. (AD-257675) (TIC, Tr. MCL/487) (OTS, Price $5.60)
IZVESTIIA AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, OTDELENIYE TEKhNICHESKIH NAUK


IZVESTIIA VSEOOYUZNOGO GEOGRAFICHESKOGO OBSHCHESTVA


IZVESTIIA VYSISHKH UCHEBNYKH ZAVEDENIY - GEODEZIA I AEROFOTOS'YERKA


IZVESTIIA VYSISHKH UCHEBNYKH ZAVEDENIY RADIOFIZIKA


JEN-MIN JIH-PAO

Anon7: "Correctly Grasp Meteorological Forecast to Reduce Damages," 12 August 1960. (OTS, Tr. JPRS 5708)


JOURNAL OF ATOMIC ENERGY SOCIETY (Japan)


JOURNAL OF CHINESE METEOROLOGY (See: CH'I-HSIANG HSUEH-PAO)
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH


JOURNAL OF METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN (See: KISHO SHUSHI)

JOURNAL OF METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH (See: CHUO KISHODAI KENKYU JITO)

JOURNAL OCEANOGRAPHY SOCIETY OF JAPAN

Kusunoki, K., "Observations on the Horizontal and Vertical Distribution of Chlorinity of Sea Ice," No. 11, 1955. (BMOL)


JOURNAL SCIENTIFIQUE DE LA METEOROLOGIE


KAZAKHSTANSSKAIA PRAVDA

Merkina, Ye., "Weather Scouts," No. 4, 1958. *

Khidrooliyuy i Meteorologiia (Sofia)
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